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ABSTRACT
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1, The Study in Context

In the broadest terms, the study on which this paper is based

addresses the question of the responsiveness Of colleges and universities

to a particular clientele groupblack students. The Study traces the

implications of the, impact of black students for other new clientele

groups,other minorities, women, adult students--and for other external

pressures on colleges and universities. This is a.crucial question for

understanding, in a fundamental way, the relations between institutions

of higher learning and the larger society.

For the mostw part, black students who attended predominantlY'white

'colleges and universities before 1967 entered gradually enough so that

they could be accommodated without strain. This situation Changed dra-

matically after 1967, when black enrollments increased sha6ly. In a

'companiOn research project, Arca.haS asSembled the best available data

on black enrollments in white colleges and universities from 1946 to

1974[1].

Arce's study doCuments the fact that by,1968, the baseline year for

our study, black students were attending white institutions in increasing

numbers. Many studies have been made of the economic and educational

backgrounds of black students, of their aspirations, and of their responses

Eo being in,predominantly white institutions But little is anown syste-

matically about the responSes of institutions to theM. The time is riPe.

for a close examination of what happened in white colleges and universities

9



after the largest influx of black students between 1968 and 1972.

9In the book reporting our overall findings [4], we look in detail

at the environmental.forces which supported and resisted the increased

black enrollments, as well as the institutional factors predisposing

them to chadge enrollment patterns. We document the events which led-

to dramatic shifts in black enrollments and initial responses to

blacks. We describe the development of acadeMic and supportive ser-

vices. In.this and other areas, we examine the role of students,

black and white, in the early black enrollment increases and in ensuing

conflicts over responses to that increase< We focus appreciable attention

on the impact pf blacks on administrative roles and governance patterns.

Key.roles played by black an2white administrators are analyzed, as

are affirmative action efforts and the activities of other minority

groups.

In this paper, we examine the dynamics of response to increased .

black enrollments. We present a five-stage account of institutional ex-

periences with black students_which identifies'the issues and response

strategies that.were crucial at each of the stages. We then discuss

the implications of our findings for futdre response strategies.

2, Design

The study was conducted in two pbases, during.-1974 and 1975-. In

the'first phase;'interracial teams did field work at 13 colleges and

universities, selected because they had experienced a substantial in-

crease in black enrollments between 1968 and 1972. The second phase se-

lected four of the 13 institutions for surveys of students, faculty and

administrators.

Fiscal realities confined our geographic coverage to the-upper Mid-
,

west. While we went as far east and west as we could, we did not reach'
-

New England or weit of Minnesota and Iowa. We do not believe unsampled

areas had experiences that were dependent upon geography, although insti-

tutions in the South could well have been quite different from any we

c encountered. Our study does not include their experiences.

A second kind of restriction stems from the research question itself.

We were interested in institutions where the possible impact would be
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greatest. Therefore, we s cted institutions in which the black enroll.-

ment Ocrease tpok place rapidly_and reached a fairly high level.. At ghe

same time absolute numbers were important, for if there were only a handful

of blacks, adding a few more Could produce a large percentage increase
, -

even though the total number would still be small.. At the other extreme,

if theAmstitution had had a'significant.nUMber of blacks for a while it

would be more likely to have made accommodations plready and would be

less likelY to make new ones even if the number increased appreciably.

Our solution to the instances of extremes was to eliminate those colleges

and universities which had fewer than 50 blacks or more than 3% in 1968.
6

We then arbitrarily defined a "significlnt" increase as at least a doubling.

of ghe percentage of blacks from 1968 to 1972.

Ameritan Council on Education data from Alexander Astin and Office

of Civil Rights reports were used to identify institutions meeting the

enrollment criteria. On the ,basiR of the best-information we could obtain

on\type of control, selectivity, size and type of program response, we

.invited 14 colleges and universities to participate in our study. Thirteen

of the fourteen accepted. We initially told ,the participating institutions

that they would remain anonymous in.any reports we wrOte but later thought

better of this when it became clear that institutional identification

would make our findings more comprehensible to readers. Ten of the 13

agreed eo release their names. Two of the three institutions, all uni-

versities, that wished to remain anonymous were se- ected 'for the survey

phase; we have assigned them pseudonyms': Table 1 lists the 13 insti-

tutions by name or pseudonym, according to size, control, and selectivity.'

Our list includes six highly selective schools and seven less selective ,

ones. Four'are small private colleges (Lewis University and Bradley.

University in Illinois, Carleton College and Macalester College ii Min-
.

nesota). Two are large private universities, "Metropolitan," located

in a Midwestern city, and Northwestern University. Four are small publid.

institutions (Clarion-State and California St'ate, both in the Pennsylvania

state system, the University of Missouri at KansasiCity, and SUNY-Brockport).



And finally, we included three large public universities (Bowling Green

State University in Ohio and two pseudonyms, well-krown Ainiversities,

"University of the City," in a major industrial city in the East and

"State University," in a Midwestern college town).

We turn now to the dynamics of institutional_re5ponse:-to increased

black enrollmerkt through five stages': (1) predisposing conditions;

(2) precipltating events; (3) transitional trauma; (4) active accommo-

dation; and (5) reassessment.

Stage lit Predisposing Conditions

During the period 1968-1975, the-13 institution's in this- study were

experiencing changes whiCh influenced heir ability to respond.to larger

social issues. GOvernance changes, shifts in direction or purpose, and'

leadership patterns were often intertwined:. The shift from private-to.

public status and a more local orientation reinforced University of
0

Missouri - Kansas City's and University of the City's ability to resiSoncf

to black populations in their *regions. Seculari'zation and redirection

of mission moved Lewis and Metropolitan to new clienteles, including

blacks. An expanded service region and the broadening of educational

programs at former state teachers colleges like Clarion, California,

Brockport, and Bowling Green made them more capable of responding to

the needs of blacks. NorthWestern University, University of 'the city,

and Macalester College appointed presidents who were early proponents

of a commitment to minorities.

Enrollment declines were experienced by several institutions, At

Bradley and Lewis, which Suffered early declines, the resulting financial

exigencies led'them to refocus their goals and to expand rcruitment

efforts, which helped. to increase black enfollments.

It is obvious that all 13 institutions had experienced a variety

of-predisposing internal and external forces, prior to increasing their

black enrollments. On the whole, the environments of these colleges and

(uni'Versities at this early stage were more supportive than resistive. In

at least three cases, legal mandates played:a substantial role in in-
.

fluencing the decision to recruit more black students. The only initial

resistive factors were geographical and demographic--isolationand lack
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of a nearby black,population. Had our sample included institutions

that did not increase-black enrollments so dramatically, we might

have f9und more negatj.ve environmental factors.

The Supportive factors in the contexts of the 13 institutions

continued to be important through all the phases of response to black

students, but they were most powerful at the very beginnih. In a

basically supportive environment, the institutions could iperease

black enrollments on their own terms. sNumerous internal activities

paved the way:. Early civil rights activities, strong administrative

support of black concerns a few active black students and facdlty,

and occasional programs and activities oriented toward minorities

served to sensitize white students, faculty, and administrators to

the issues df civil rights and racial equality. *

Strategic responses at the early stages depended heavily on

institutional leadership, particularly from the president and other

respected faculty or administrators who felt some concern that their

institutions resPond to civilrights'issueS in some way. These res-

pOnses could be either proactive or reactive: some institutions

actively sought to redefine and extend their service regions, became

involved in changing community housing discrimination patterns (State

University), and solicited ideas from community groups (University of

the City). Others reacted to legal directives ;Ind rushed out to

recruit blacks without assessing consequences.

The more prestigious institutions could afford to recruit and

compete for the mbst able black stUdents; the less prestigious com-

peted asfar-as their resources would take them. Some could draw on

prior experiencp and reputation with blacks. Bradley and State
-

. University, thrOugh athletic recruitment, and a few others with pre-col-
_

lege programs, had a head startbin the-competifion fox both black

students and staff.

Stage 2: Precipitating Events

We able to identify the exact year when 12 of the 13 insti-
-

tutions began to make active attempts to recruit black studeas. The
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decision to recruit and the preparation of'a recruiting program typically .

tOok one year and, in Some cases,,even less.time. This phase was fol-

'lowed ,by approximately a year'in which theinstitUtions experienced the

first major Influx of new students and when the first special prograr.;

1 .were put into operation.

The impact issues during this early period are easily identified.

They seeMed to vary with the strength and direction of the external

influence and the proactive or.reactive straNgy of theinstitution

and its leadership in the predisposing period. Ighether the'detision

to initiate the enrollment increase was prfmarily internal or external '

seemed to be determined in largeTart-by whether it was voluntary or

under the-control of the institlition. To some eXtent, the degree of

,voluntariness reflected the sensitivity and readiness of key leaders
0

in the predisposing period. tlore importantly, the voluntary nature .

of the decision aeemed to enhance the.commitment of,the inatitution

to follow through on its implications.

. Another important issue at this-time was the.Flanned vs. unplanned

nature of the-response. A planned response was one in which, either

initiallior within the- first year of the black enrollment increase,

there.was an enrollment target, a comprehensive rdhge of.response

programs, formal approval of the increase .in black enrollments.and

response programs, and an anticipated evaluation plan.
2

Few institutions

initially planned their responses to the influx of blacks; even those

that did have a blueprint found that they could.not anticipate the con-'

sequences of their first efforts.

The level of conflict"during the precipitating events stage was

b 'relatively iota. The initial attempts to increase'enrollments of blacks

almost all occurred.immediately or very shortly after the King assassi-

nation when concern about civil tights and racial discrimination was
_

high. In,the context of the late 1960's, the'decision to recruit:more

blacks was seen as morally correct. Adroit.leadership, early supportive

predisposing experiences, and the availability of outside resourceS

paved the way or minimized the significance of the decision. 'Nascent



internal° resistance was neutralized by moral ferVor (nd.outside financial, ,

0

Stage 3: Transitional Trauma

This next stage lasted for about two years. It was during this
t.

period that black students, and occasionally black staf"And faculty,

reached a_'!critical.mass" large enough to bring their concerns,force-
,

. fully to the a'ctention of the institution--usually the EFesid8n,t or

upper-evel administrators. .

support.

Aside from the tactics of confrontation and non-negotiable demands,

a number of underlylng.impact issues were being raised by the nevi black

presence. Was there a comprehensive range of.resPonge programs to meet

black student needs in recruitment and admissions, financial aid, sup-
6

portive services, academic programming, and cultural and social facilities?
0

0

What was the.adequacy and level of support for these programs? Forming k

a b kdrop to any particular incident of protest was the'declining trust

an increaied racial conflic4 in many areas of .student life, of high-
black visibility,on the campus,.and of black control Of black programs.

Some of,these issues continue today, but in the stage of transitional
0

trauma, an understanding of how black needs were to be .voiced and heard

in the institutional governance structure had not.yet crystallized. Thd

period from 1969 to 1971 with its Black Power symbolism wa-S" a'period of

_severe conflict and obvious breakdown-in black-white relations.

Crucial to this period of conflict was the nature of the relationship

between black and white leaders, in particu,lar between the leadership of

the major black student organizations and the president of the institution.

ConfliCt during.this period was an outgrowth of organized confrontations

in which demands, responses, and negotiations were passing through these

key individuals. Elea leade;ship needed to show results. The president,

usually able to exercise less control over his institution than blacks

recognized, could not,appear to cave in and yet could not resort to over-
,

whelming force. In confrontations between the two sides, negotiating
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skills, respect for'the adversary, and an ability to cut through rhetoric

and institutional protocol were necessary bdt difficult. When deadlocks

occurred,.key leadership occasionally came from black or white faculty

or staff members who 'Commanded respect from both sides. Such a combi-
,

nationwas unique and crucial during majof protests.

,During this per.iod, the greatest effects of the presence of larger

1, numbers af blacks were being felt primarily by the administration who

were also the key actors in negotiations with black groups. The faculty

'hovered along the periphery and normal acddemic decision-making bodies

,tended to be bypassed. Administrative roles were changed appreciablyA-
both by design and necessity. Presidents, student affairs staff, and

admissions and financial officers were most affected, the faculty least

0 V

The reasons for the disparity are subtle but understandable. The

13 institutions added more minority.staff members than they did minority
d

faculty. The presence of new black staff members meant that white ad-
,-

ministrators had-more contaft with black administrative col1eaguEs.
-

Our'survey at four oS the-Universities indicates that administrators,
N,

compaFed to:faculty,,view tlieir institutions responses 'to'and commit-
, .

ments to blacks aS more exlensive and see the effects of black students

.on their roles as more demandidg--and morepositive [2,1..

Aside from these effects,on'white administrators, new administrative

positions were created and new people hired inold positions with the

. advent of Imre black students: Blacks were hired to run new pinority

and support services programS. Some institutions created a new position

or,umbrella Office concerned with a range of minority affairs. Others

invgnted second or third echelon "assistant;to': positions not necessarily

designated for minority persons but often filled by them. Another pattern

promoted the director of a.minority .program to a position with a more
, , -

general title. Finally, five institutions had blacks newly placed in top-,

level (vice presidential or dean level) positions not explicitly respon-1.,

sible for minority affairs: There were two vice-presidents or deans for',

student affairs, one.vice-president for personnel; an associate provost

a



and three academic deans. The presence of tOP-level black administators
,

with other than minority iesponsibility Was seen by almost everyone as

a sign ofserious. COmMitment.

Blacks in minority administrative positions faced some serious ob-
.

stacles in this period. 'They were typically under-financed or supported

by a federarcontracst with annoying reporting requirements. Active sup-

port.from white faculty and administrators in related units had to be
g

earned- ,Many minority program admidistra'tors discovered that support

had to be sought constantly, particUlarly as other groups (women, other

minorities) began to siphon off support-

Stage 4: Active Accommodation
-

, Once the trauma of major conflicte.had subSided, most of the campuses

actively began trying to accommodate to their black students by focusing
-

on building the programs with whatever support the institutions provided
0

or Could be pressured to Provide. White faculty and staff, sometimes

eagerly and sometimes grudgingly, accepted the fact that4)the increasel in

blatk enrbllments and the related response programs, whether initiated

by acceptable or unacceptable means, were on the campus to stay:, It was

during this period-that several new impact issues emerged.

The important,issues Of this period evolved naturally fTom the prior

period and from the realities of acconunodation. White perceptions of the

prior period.of cohfliCt, blacks' early disappointment with inadequate,

response, and the growing awaceness of the conflicting lifestyleg and

educational expectations of black and white students brought the issue

of trust and acceptance to the fdre. During this period whites were

suSpicious Of the motives of blacks and vice versa. In the wake of earlier

protests and institutional comMitments, it was difficult for whites to.,

ignore the presence of blatk students. Likewise blacks, having.received

some recognition,,had become to some degree part of the insqxtution and.

.seemed less willing to risk further conflicts. Each group viewed the other

from an an6asy, unsettled distance with attitudes that ranged from acceptance
,

tb rejection, from trust to mistrust-Tbalancing eventually in the middle
s
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ground of mutual dislnterest and begrudging toleration. This attitude

wps most characteristic.ol student relations.

The extent to which programs for blacks were intended to be separated

from, coordinated with, or.integicated 'With non-minority programs was un-

clearpduring the accommodation period: The expectation of formal and

informal integration in student relations had been shattered by then.

The tendency to start separate black support services, either after

initiating the increase in black enrollments or in response to protests,

produced strains with existing services and the practice was beginning

to be questioned. .e early willingness of white faculty and soime de-
.

partments to offer Black Studies courses declined. Black Studies programs

-began to develop,their own orientations and ideologies [5]. In all areas,

strains continued as separate black activities and-programsdeveloped

in the face of integrationist attitudes of whites and demands for coor-

dination between minority and similar non-minority units.

One issue faced by all 13 institutions was the need to increase the

number of black faculty. .In three, it was.not clear thdt any effort was

made to recruit black faculty. In those instances where there were

clearly documented recruiting efforts, success was greatest from 1970'

to 1972--before affirmative action. The number of black faculty in the

13 schools ran from one to over 200 in 1974-75. Only two had more than

6% black faculty; five had.3;76%; and six had less than 3%.. Few df the

black faculty held tenure-track appointments in regular departments.

Frustration among black faculty was high.
4

Among white faculty, we found a pervasivd ambivalence toward the

blaCk students in their midst. The impact of increased black enrollment
-

on individual faculty members, departments, and academic units was limited.

Yet Wien faculty were asked general questions about the impacts of blacks

on higher education and about their attitudes toward hem, the majority

responded in an'overwhelmingly positive way. When role-specific atti-

tudes and behaviors were eXardined, however, there was a distinct shift

toward the negative or "no-response" direction. We found the most pessi-

mistic faculty were those who taught the largest numbers of black under-
°

raduates in introductory courses; faculty who taught'at the upper levels

were more satisfied with their experiences teaching black students [3].



The final measure of institutional commitment came clearly into

focus during this period, an issue whose complexities became increas-

ingly and painfully obvious. It implied institutional, programmatic,

and interpersonal,ievels of response and commitment in campus life.

Blacks were becoming aware that oLtaining political victories guaranteed

little beyond admission, financial aid, and some tacit recognition of

a black presence. Real commitment had to come from faculty and students

as well as from administrators. Whites, on their side, were becoming

aware that the emotional responses to civil rights issues or to the

tragedy of Martin Luther King's assassination meant that a return to

life as usual was impossible. A. new group of students, new programs,

and the resource demands these imPlied would affect their lives in

expected ways. Thus, the meaning of responsiveness and the nature of

the institutions' commitment to blacks began to be debated and under-

stood in a more complex and more realistic way.

Stage 5: Reassessment

This final phase is less continuous with earlier periods and more

dependent. on conditions facing colleges and universities generally.

Ideally, a period of reassessment should have occurred after programs

.for blacks,had an opportunity to mature and-to be absorbed into the

-institutional mainstream. This would providr: a fair basis for assessing

the patterns of acceptance, bf integration or separation of minority

programs, and of institutional commitment. Vlie answers to these questions

would guide institutionalization of the changes that have occurred.

However, quite often, a reassessment was required before the institu-

tion got beyond the stage of precipitating events, for example, when a

major donor withdrew his support at one of our schools, or when enroll-

ments began to decline at several others. Premature reassessment became

the focus for conflicts which were compounded by the problems typical of

the transitional trauma stage. Because of declining resources, many

institutions were proposing oVerall program evaluation, including minority

programs--particularly those whose outside funding was running out. Such
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a situation raised the question about whether reassessment had further

accommodation or institutionalization of the commitment to minorities

as its ultimate purpose,,or whether it was merely a rationalization for

cutbacks. Conflicts in 1974 at Macalester College and at the University

of the City, as well as fears at other institutions, suggested that

carrying out such reviews was not going to be simple.

Perhaps the foremost issue in a period of retrenchment is the

priority of black programs vis-a-vis other programs. In the past, this

question was not raised in a comparative sense. In 1968-70, the degree

of concern for blacks as a minority group was clearly an issue of fore-
.

most priority at the 13 institutions and it could usually be accommodated

without denying other institutional priorities. Indeed, at some insti-

tutions the outside financial'aid which accompanied the new black students

was a blessing which kept some other activities afloat. However, in a

period of decline, white administrators are not anxious to approach ehe

priority.issue directly and do not relish a return to confrontation and

conflict. Black staff and students fear the results. Thus, both sides

focus on surrogate issues rather than seriously reassessing what has

been accomplished and why. Black staff press the issue of appointment

status for minority faculty and staff. White administrators experiment

with "relocating" Black Studies programs to bring them closer into the%i

mainstream [5].

When immediate pressures for resource review foster a reassessment for

which black staff and white administrators are ill-prepared, a myriad of

issues reflecting the lack of a legitimate review process emerges. What

is,to be the order of review? Who is to be represented in this review

process? Blacks suggest that faculty from other units who have not

always been their enthusiastic supporters are not appropriate. Whites

are suspicious of self-reviews or reviews by black groups from other

institutions. What data shall be utilized in such reviews? Even if all

could agree on the criteria for review, the adequacy, accuracy, and pri-

vacy in the use of data introduce further difficulties. The basic,



underlying dilemma centers on whether reassessment will be a rational

process or a political process.

Another question concerns the role that other racial and non-racial

minority groups will play. Are they to be political allies of the blacks

in the review or will they present their own interests? 'Will they all

band together to make each program review an affirmative action issue?

This, and the other issues, underline once again the crucial nature of

black, white, and other minority group leadership in the reassessment

stage.

3. Future Response Strategies: Institutionalization-or Retrenchment?

Most of the,institutions in our study had no.legitimated procedures

for program review but were just beginning to recognize that they needed

them. They were uncertain what the commitment of the various governing

bodies were to minority programs vis-a-vis other programs. Depending

on (1) whether or not the institutions develop and gain acceptance for

a legitimate program review .process and (2) whether or not the insti-

tutional leadershipstill places a high priority on minority programs and

commitments, four institutionalization strategies appear to be possible

in the current world of scarce and competitive resources (Table 2): Le-

gitimated review procedures and high institutional priority on black

programs lead to full'institutionalization. No legitimated procedures

but high priority lead to partial institutionalization. Low priority'

combined with legitimated procedures imply retrenchment and low priority

with no legitimated review procedures spell termination.

At none of the 13 institutions in our study did we see full institu-

tionalization, although more than half seemed on the way to partial

institutionalization. Support for their institutions' commitment to

blacks among the administrators, faculty, and students in our surveys

at SUNY-Brockport, State University, Metropolitan University; and

University of Missouri--Kansas City was strong, and their views of the

future surprisingly optimistic [4, Chapter 141: More than four-fifths

believed-that their institution would either maintain or, increase their

support- of programs and_services_lor-blaeks. 110:s-was- in what we-would



call the leading edge of higher education's response to black students

in the late 60's and early 70's. Yet these beliefs are probably not

unique. They provide latent,support for minorities in colleges and

universities. While.it remains more passive than active, such support

could be mobilized by leaders inside and_outside of academe. This is
1

as much a reality affecting the future of blacks and other minorities

in higher education as shrinking resources and enrollment declines.

PP
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Control
and Size

Private

Small*

Large*

Public

tSmall

Larget

Table'

Institutions In the study
.By Control, Size and Selectivity.

Selectivity

Lower

Lewis University (Illinois)
Bradley University (Illinois)

"Metropolitan" University (Midwestern
State)

University of Missouri--Kansas City
(Missouri)

California State College (Pennsylvania)

Bowling dreen State University (Ohio)

"University of',the City" (Eastern State)

* Size classifications were relative to other private institutions.
t SiZe classifications were relative to other publicsinstitutions.
.¶ Neither turned out to be selective by 1972.

. Higher

Carleton College (Minnesota)
Macaledter College (Minnesota)

Northwestern University (Illindis)

T
Clarion (Pennsylvania),

0

State University of New York-
BrdckportT (New York)

"State Unii,ersity" (Midwestern
State)

ts



.Table 2

Future Institutional Response Strategies

Institution's
Black

"Program
Priority

Review Process Established

Legitimated Procedures No Legitimated Procedures

High Full Institutiona- Partial Institutiona-
lization lization

Low Retrenchment Termination

Full Institutionalization: There is high black program ,priority and

review pr'ocedures are legitimated. Under this condition, .there is

likely*to be further development of black and minority programs

and full acceptance of them. One or two of the institution3 among

the thirteen may have been headed in this direction.

Partial Institutionalization: There is high black program priority but

no legitimate review process. Under this strategy the high priority--
0whether in the perception of administrators, faculty, or black groups--

would assure some further development; however;--there is little basis-

for guaranteed continued-support especially if important groupa-

(e.g.,faculty bodies) do not Tarticipate in or concur in further

decisions.

Retrenchment: There is low black program priority and a legitimate review

process. In this situation, reduced effort in the minority area

would most likely result in a tight resource situation. Scme conflict

is probably inevitable from black and minority groups.
n

Termination: There is low black program priority, and no legitimate re-

view process. In this situation, severe retrenchment andior termi-'

nation are possible. Conflict may occur as blacks'xally their tupport
d

in order to prevent termination or reduction to the'degree that was

expected.



Footnotes

*Revision of a I.aper presented to the annual meeting of the Association-

. for the Study of Higher-Education, March, 1978. The research on which

this paPer,is based was.supported by a irant from tne National Institute

of Mental Health, Project No. RO1 MH 23770. -

1. See [4, ,chapter 1 and bibliography].for selected references to this

literature.

2. See [4., chapter 7] for a detailed discussion of the degree,of planning

^

involved in initiating programs for blacks in the 13 institutions.

o

e."

47.

I.
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